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Introduction
The approach to writing at Castleward Spencer Academy is based on the
extensively researched “Talk for Writing” scheme. This scheme is used in
school’s across the country with a strong evidence base for helping pupils to
learn the necessary skills for writing.
The approach is also supported by the EEF Guidance Report “Improving Literacy
in KS2. Especially The scheme is consistent with recommendations 4, 5 & 6 and
implements lots of the guidance therein.

Aims
Through the Talk for Writing scheme, we have a clear intent for what we want
pupils to know at the end of each year group. There are two aspects to this the
effects toolkit and the everyday toolkit. In addition, we want to all pupils to
know and understand the structure for a range of fiction and non-fiction
genres.

Curriculum Drivers

Reading- We firmly believe that if children can read well and read widely, they
will be best placed to achieve in all areas of the curriculum. By the time pupils
leave Castleward, they will be able to read with accuracy and fluency, to analyse
what they have read and developed an enjoyment of reading for pleasure.
Knowledge- Knowledge is like glue that sticks information as well as learning
together. When we have prior knowledge about a topic, we understand it better.
Topics are personalised to meet the needs of the pupils who attend the school,

ensuring that they have opportunities to apply prior knowledge to new learning
experiences and developing reasoning and problem solving skills.
Communication- Pupils learn to articulate their ideas, feelings and
understanding of new vocabulary in order to engage with others through spoken
language. They become effective speakers and listeners empowering them to
better understand themselves, each other and the world around them. Being
able to effectively communicate allows pupils to develop and deepen their
subject knowledge and understanding through talk in the classroom, which has
been planned, designed, modelled, scaffolded and structured to enable them to
learn the skills needed to communicate effectively.

Planning & Structure
Fiction
Baseline Assessment
Cold Task - “have a go”
A cold write is designed to assess how well the pupils can already do specific
objectives.
The specific objectives are
1) The Everyday Toolkit
2) The Effects Toolkit*
*Different effects toolkits are needed for different units. The table below
shows which toolkit is taught when.
Story Structure

Area of focus

Wishing Tale KS1

Openings

Warning Tale KS2

Openings (dilemma)

Defeating a Monster

Resolution (KS1) Action description & Resolution
(KS2)

Journey Quest

Setting description

Finding/Losing Tale

Dialogue and Resolutions & Endings

Meeting Tale

Dialogue + Characterisation

Tale of Fear

Problem (KS1) & Suspense & Problem (KS2)

The cold write should be completed at least one week prior to the unit starting.
Get children to have a go at writing a piece of writing that allows you to assess
the Effects Toolkit for the upcoming unit. Give pupils a picture stimulus/video
starter that allows them to include the features of the effects toolkit.
Following the cold write, each pupil will have the following target sheet glued
into their book.

If they have shown themselves to be secure in any of the objectives, you can
tick the achieved box. If any children are secure, it will mean when that
objective is covered during the unit, these children will need to be challenged
and there should be evidence in that lesson that they are accessing the
objective at a greater depth. The information gathered from the Cold Write
will inform the modelling and teaching for the unit.

SEND pupils should have bespoke targets that are going to support their
progress in writing and should be informed by the pupils PLP/IEP. For example,
rather than assessing the ARE Everyday Toolkit, for a SEND pupil an Everyday
toolkit from a lower year group may be used.

Planning

● A typical unit of fiction will last for 3 weeks.
● Use Which Toolkit… to identify the toolkit you need to use to for the
type of text you are doing
● Use the Castleward planning proforma

● Adapt the model text accordingly and decide how it can be innovated
ensuring children will have the opportunity to write a variety of
innovations.
● Draw your text map.
● Test model: - Box-it-up
-

Analyse it

-

Find other texts that fit the structure of the model
to be used as a comparison or snippets that showcase
features you are planning to teach.

Imitation
Duration: lesson 1 - 7

Experience
•

Creative hook & context. Deliver an Experience lesson that is designed to
capture the pupil’s imagination about the upcoming unit of writing

Learn Text & Short Burst Writing (lesson 2 – 5)

● Use the text map to internalise the model text using words and actions.
The text map should be a combination of pictures and words to support
the memorising of the text. Teachers need to know the text off by
heart. Actions can be co-constructed with the children. Key vocabulary
should be explicitly taught during the re-telling. Ensure participation

from the whole class and use techniques such as boys v girls, quiet v low,
choosing best reteller, choosing best actions…
● Address targets through short-burst writing opportunities that give
children the chance to incorporate features from the effect toolkit into
their writing. Model to the pupils in these sessions how to use the
features and then give them a chance to practice these in their writing.
● For pupils who already demonstrated the objective in their Cold Write,
challenge should be added. This could be starting before the modelling,
using other techniques in addition to the technique being taught, acting as
a lead learner or evaluating a text for examples of the toolkit feature.
An example of a Learn Text & Short Burst Writing
25 minutes

Learn a paragraph of the text using words and actions
-Model retelling the story orally
-Children can rehearse in groups/pairs
-Re-tell as a whole group
-Other strategies to engage the children through a speed
retell/slo-mo retell/whispering/boys v girls
-Pull out key vocabulary.

5 minutes

Discuss what has happened in the paragraph/what we have
learnt from the paragraph/how it fits in to the structure of
the text type.

10 minutes

Modelling/shared writing based on the feature of the effects/
everyday toolkit you want the children to use.

15 minutes

Children do short burst writing activity to practice feature
that has been modelled.

5 minutes

Plenary/Peer/Self Assessment

Co-Construct Toolkit & Slow Write (lesson 6 potentially could give two
lessons)

•

Print out a copy of the paragraph that showcases the toolkit and model
how to annotate it for features of the Effects Toolkit.

•

Pupils then annotate the text for the Effects Toolkit features

•

SEND and LA pupils might need to be scaffolded with pre-annotated
texts where they simply have to add the labels.

•

Pupils working at greater depth could be challenged by giving them
additional texts which showcase examples of the toolkit.

•

Following the annotation, pupils should be given a writing task where they
need to write a paragraph that includes all the features of the toolkit.
The slow write will involve specific instructions for each sentence which
the pupils have to follow. This allows the teacher to clearly assess how
confident the pupils are with the toolkit.

An example of a Toolkit & Slow Write lesson
20 minutes

Annotate paragraph of the text showcasing the Effects
Toolkit.

15 minutes

Model to the children how to use the toolkit in own paragraph
of writing (slow write)

20 minutes

Children complete own slow write

5 minutes

Plenary/Peer/Self-Assessment

Box-up & Generate Ideas for Innovation (lesson 7 (first half))

•

As a class, box-up the text being clear what the “job” of each section of
the text is. As challenge for the higher attainers you may want them to
box up independently or box up a different text that shares the same
structure.

Example of boxing-up

Innovation
Duration: lesson 7 - 11

This part of the writing process allows children to use and embed skills and
features of the everyday and effects toolkits, using the structure of the model
text as a guide.
There are a range of innovation types that can be used to embed features,
develop skills and challenge writers:
● Substitution
● Change of setting/character
● Additional paragraph
● Flashback
● Prequel Paragraph
● Continuation of the story/next chapter/sequel
Box-up & Generate Ideas for Innovation (lesson 7 (second half))

•

In the second half of this lesson, you should start to generate ideas for
an innovation. This could mean you are thinking of changes to the
character & how they will be described, thinking of changes to the
setting & how it will be described, generating potential flashbacks,
generating potential additions.

•

It often works well to have the pupils working in mixed groups to
generate their ideas which they can record on big pieces of paper and in
their Magpie books.

An example of the structure of lesson 7
20 minutes

Class boxing up of the text.

10 minutes

Introduce the innovation to the class.

25 minutes

Children generating ideas for the innovation in groups

5 minutes

Plenary

Innovation (Lesson 8 – 11)

•

Pupils should innovate one section/paragraph of the text each day.

•

Pupils should be given the opportunity to plan (briefly) what they are
going to write. This could involve editing the story map or using the
boxing-up format.

•

Before innovating, the teacher should do some shared writing with the
pupils. Shared writing is where the teacher models the process of
writing to the pupils.

•

Following the shared write, pupils write their own versions with key
groups receiving guided writing.

•

Following each innovation, pupils must be given the opportunity for
extended purple pen (please see the feedback policy for details on how
feedback should be given at the innovation stage).

An example innovation lesson
20 minutes

Plan using box-up/ editing story map

15 minutes

Shared Writing

20 minutes

Pupils writing innovations (guided writing with key groups)

5 minutes

Plenary (use of visualiser)/Self-review

OR
15/20 minutes

Whole Class Feedback

15 minutes

Shared Writing

20 minutes

Innovation

5/10 minutes

Plenary (use of visualiser)/Self-review

Independent Application
Duration: Lesson 12 - 15

Lesson 12 (Generate ideas for invention)

● Provide a new stimulus for children to base their writing on.
● Generate ideas in groups (mixed) for potential
scenarios/characters/settings/problems and resolutions.

An example of generating ideas for invention lesson
15/20 minutes

Whole Class Feedback

10 minutes

Introduce stimulus for hot write

20/25 minutes

Working in groups to generate ideas for the hot write

5/10 minutes

Plenary (use of visualiser)/Self-review

Lesson 13 (Plan invention)

● Pupils to independently plan a new story that follows the structure of the
original text (use boxing up format for planning. At all times model
planning expectation and strategies to check targets are being included.
An example of a planning invention lesson
10 minutes

Model expectations for planning

10 minutes

Introduce stimulus for hot write

30 minutes

Pupils plan own learning

10 minutes

“Magpie Time” pupils to work the room and magpie ideas
from other students.

Lesson 14 & 15 (Write and edit invention might need an additional lesson)
•

In lesson 14, pupils should work independently to write their hot write
(playing calming music may help with the atmosphere). It is important
that the teacher and TA sit with pupils who may struggle to concentrate
and work the room checking everyone is on task.

•

If basic errors are spotted, the teacher should insist that these are
corrected before the learning is handed in.

•

Following lesson 14, the teacher should read all the hot writes and collect
common misconceptions and use these for a whole class feedback session
at the start of lesson 15. To ensure Hot Writes are independent though
the teacher must not correct individual errors in pupils work.

•

Pupils should then be given time to edit and improve their learning with
purple pen. Following this, they should then reflect on how well they feel
they have performed using the same “Target Sheet” that was used for
the Cold Write. Pupils should also reflect on the progress they have made
from the Cold Write.

Final Assessment

● Following the Hot Write, the teacher should fill in the “Target Sheet”
and write a positive green comment on the Hot Write
● The teacher should then use the Hot Write to assess the pupil against
the Everyday and Effects Toolkit on Insight.
● The assessment made should inform future planning with common
weaknesses collected.

Non-Fiction
Baseline Assessment
Cold Task - “have a go”
A cold write is designed to assess how well the pupils can already do specific
objectives.

The specific objectives are
3) The Everyday Toolkit
4) The Effects Toolkit*
*Different effects toolkits are needed for different units. The table below
shows which toolkit is taught when.
Non-fiction Text

Area of Focus

Instructions

Instructions

Letter

Recount

Balanced Argument

Discussion

Persuasive Letter

Persuasion

Report

Report

Recount

Recount

Newspaper

Recount

Biography

Report

The cold write should be completed at least one week prior to the unit starting.
Get children to have a go at writing a piece of writing that allows you to assess
the Effects Toolkit for the upcoming unit. Give pupils a picture stimulus/video
starter that allows them to include the features of the effects toolkit.
Following the cold write, each pupil will have the following target sheet glued
into their book.

If they have shown themselves to be secure in any of the objectives, you can
tick the achieved box. If any children are secure, it will mean when that
objective is covered during the unit, these children will need to be challenged
and there should be evidence in that lesson that they are accessing the
objective at a greater depth.
The information gathered from the Cold Write will inform the modelling and
teaching for the unit.
SEND pupils should have bespoke targets that are going to support their
progress in writing and should be informed by the pupils PLP/IEP. For example,
rather than assessing the ARE Everyday Toolkit, for an SEND pupil an Everyday
toolkit from a lower year group may be used.

Planning

● A typical unit of Non-fiction will last for 3 weeks.
● Use Which Toolkit… to identify the toolkit you need to use to for the
type of text you are doing
● Use the Castleward planning proforma

● Adapt the model text accordingly and decide how it can be innovated
ensuring children will have the opportunity to write a variety of
innovations.
● Draw your text map.
● Test model: - Box-it-up
-

Analyse it

-

Find other texts that fit the structure of the model
to be used as a comparison or snippets that showcase
features you are planning to teach.

Imitation
Duration: lesson 1 - 7

Experience
•

Creative hook & context. Deliver an Experience lesson that is designed to
capture the pupil’s imagination about the upcoming unit of writing

Learn Text & Short Burst Writing (lesson 2 – 5)

● Use the text map to internalise the model text using words and actions.
The text map should be a combination of pictures and words to support
the memorising of the text. Teachers need to know the text off by
heart. Actions can be co-constructed with the children. Key vocabulary
should be explicitly taught during the re-telling. Ensure participation
from the whole class and use techniques such as boys v girls, quiet v low,
choosing best reteller, choosing best actions…
● Address targets through short-burst writing opportunities that give
children the chance to incorporate features from the effect toolkit into
their writing. Model to the pupils in these sessions how to use the
features and then give them a chance to practice these in their writing.
● For pupils who already demonstrated the objective in their Cold Write,
challenge should be added. This could be starting before the modelling,
using other techniques in addition to the technique being taught, acting as
a lead learner or evaluating a text for examples of the toolkit feature.
An example of a Learn Text & Short Burst Writing
25 minutes

Learn a paragraph of the text using words and actions
-Model retelling the story orally
-Children can rehearse in groups/pairs
-Re-tell as a whole group
-Other strategies to engage the children through a speed
retell/slo-mo retell/whispering/boys v girls
-Pull out key vocabulary.

5 minutes

Discuss what has happened in the paragraph/what we have
learnt from the paragraph/how it fits in to the structure of
the text type.

10 minutes

Modelling/shared writing based on the feature of the effects/
everyday toolkit you want the children to use.

15 minutes

Children do short burst writing activity to practice feature
that has been modelled.

5 minutes

Plenary/Peer/Self Assessment

Co-Construct Toolkit & Boxing Up (lesson 6)

•

Print out a copy of the text and model how to annotate it for features of
the Effects Toolkit.

•

Pupils then annotate the text for the Effects Toolkit features

•

SEND and LA pupils might need to be scaffolded with pre-annotated
texts where they simply have to add the labels.

•

Pupils working at greater depth could be challenged by giving them
additional texts which showcase examples of the toolkit.

•

Following the annotation, as a class, box-up the text being clear what the
“job” of each section of the text is. As challenge for the higher
attainers you may want them to box up independently or box up a
different text that shares the same structure.

Example of boxing-up

An example of a Toolkit & Boxing Up Lesson
10 minutes

Model annotation

30 minutes

Model to the children how to use the toolkit in own paragraph
of writing (slow write)

20 minutes

Children box up either with teacher or independently

Innovation
Duration: lesson 8 - 11

This part of the writing process allows children to use and embed skills and
features of the everyday and effects toolkits, using the structure of the model
text as a guide.
There are a range of innovation types that can be used to embed features,
develop skills and challenge writers:
● Substitution
● Change of setting/character
● Additional paragraph
● Flashback
● Prequel Paragraph
● Continuation of the story/next chapter/sequel

Plan Innovation (Lesson 8)

•

Either using editing of story map or boxing up to plan innovation.
SEND/LA may need scaffold to help them plan and it may be useful if
they all plan the same innovation.

•

Make use of video clips/ things that interest the pupils at this point

Innovation (Lesson 9 – 11)

•

Pupils should innovate one section/paragraph of the text each day.

•

Pupils should be given the opportunity to plan (briefly) what they are
going to write. This could involve editing the story map or using the
boxing-up format.

•

Before innovating, the teacher should do some shared writing with the
pupils. Shared writing is where the teacher models the process of
writing to the pupils.

•

Following the shared write, pupils write their own versions with key
groups receiving guided writing.

•

Following each innovation, pupils must be given the opportunity for
extended purple pen (please see the feedback policy for details on how
feedback should be given at the innovation stage).

An example innovation lesson
20 minutes

Shared Writing

30 minutes

Pupils writing innovations (guided writing with key groups)

10 minutes

Plenary (use of visualiser)/Self-review

OR
15/20 minutes

Whole Class Feedback

15 minutes

Shared Writing

20 minutes

Innovation

5/10 minutes

Plenary (use of visualiser)/Self-review

Independent Application
Duration: Lesson 12 - 15

Lesson 12 (Generate ideas for invention)

● Provide a new stimulus for children to base their writing on.
● Generate ideas in groups (mixed) for potential new argument, new
recount, new creature for report.

An example of generating ideas for invention lesson
15/20 minutes

Whole Class Feedback

10 minutes

Introduce stimulus for hot write

20/25 minutes

Working in groups to generate ideas for the hot write

5/10 minutes

Plenary (use of visualiser)/Self-review

Lesson 13 (Plan invention)

● Pupils to independently plan a new story that follows the structure of the
original text (use boxing up format for planning. At all times model
planning expectation and strategies to check targets are being included.
An example of a planning invention lesson
10 minutes

Model expectations for planning

10 minutes

Introduce stimulus for hot write

30 minutes

Pupils plan own learning

10 minutes

“Magpie Time” pupils to work the room and magpie ideas
from other students.

Lesson 14 & 15 (Write and edit invention)
•

In lesson 14, pupils should work independently to write their hot write
(playing calming music may help with the atmosphere). It is important
that the teacher and TA sit with pupils who may struggle to concentrate
and work the room checking everyone is on task.

•

If basic errors are spotted, the teacher should insist that these are
corrected before the learning is handed in.

•

Following lesson 14, the teacher should read all the hot writes and collect
common misconceptions and use these for a whole class feedback session
at the start of lesson 15. To ensure Hot Writes are independent though
the teacher must not correct individual errors in pupils work.

•

Pupils should then be given time to edit and improve their learning with
purple pen. Following this, they should then reflect on how well they feel
they have performed using the same “Target Sheet” that was used for
the Cold Write. Pupils should also reflect on the progress they have made
from the Cold Write.

Final Assessment

● Following the Hot Write, the teacher should fill in the “Target Sheet”
and write a positive pink comment on the Hot Write
● The teacher should then use the Hot Write to assess the pupil against
the Everyday and Effects Toolkit on Insight.
● The assessment made should inform future planning with common
weaknesses collected.

Poetry
Planning

● A typical unit of poetry will last for 1 week.
● Use the Castleward planning proforma

● Adapt the model text accordingly and decide how it can be innovated
ensuring children will have the opportunity to up level the poetic devices
and vocabulary.
● Draw your text map.
●

Think about the poetic devices and vocabulary you want to include based
on year group expectations and knowledge of pupils from assessment.

Imitation
Duration: lesson 2 - 3

● Use the text map to internalise the model text using words and actions.
The text map should be a combination of pictures and words to support
the memorising of the text. Teachers need to know the text off by
heart. Actions can be co-constructed with the children. Key vocabulary
should be explicitly taught during the re-telling. Ensure participation
from the whole class and use techniques such as boys v girls, quiet v low,
choosing best reteller, choosing best actions…
● Use short-burst writing to allow children to practice either
■ Using vocabulary explored in sentences
■ Writing their own poetic devices based on pictures
Example Lesson
25 minutes

Learn a paragraph of the text using words and actions
-Model retelling the story orally
-Re-tell as a whole group
-Other strategies to engage the children through a speed retell/slomo retell/whispering/boys v girls
-Pull out key vocabulary.

10 minutes

Modelling/shared writing based on the feature of the effects/
everyday toolkit you want the children to use.

15 minutes

Children do short burst writing activity to practice feature that has
been modelled.

5 minutes

Plenary/Peer/Self Assessment

Innovation
Duration: lesson 4 - 5

Generate Ideas for innovation (lesson 4)

•

In the lesson children should work in groups to think about how they can change
the vocabulary using synonyms and change the poetic devices.

•

To scaffold you can give pupils lists of synonyms and potential poetic devices to
choose from.

•

Pupils should be allowed to work in groups as well to scaffold the ideas.

•

Pupils should use blanked out texts or story maps to plan how they are going to
innovate.

10 minutes

Model expectations for planning

10 minutes

Introduce stimulus for hot write

30 minutes

Pupils plan own learning

10 minutes

“Magpie Time” pupils to work the room and magpie ideas
from other students.

Innovation (Lesson 5)

•

Before innovating, the teacher should do some shared writing with the
pupils. Shared writing is where the teacher models the process of
writing to the pupils.

•

Following the shared write, pupils write their own versions with key
groups receiving guided writing.

•

Following each innovation, pupils must be given the opportunity for
extended purple pen (please see the feedback policy for details on how
feedback should be given at the innovation stage).

Example Innovation Lesson
20 minutes

Shared Writing

30 minutes

Pupils writing innovations (guided writing with key groups)

10 minutes

Plenary (use of visualiser)/Self-review

Support & Challenge
In line with Hattie’s research on differentiation, we do not differentiate by
activity due to the impact this has on teacher workload and the limited evidence
this has for raising pupil attainment*
Instead, we seek to support pupils to access ARE content. The following
resources may support with this
•

TA support during the re-telling

•

Word banks

•

Individual sound charts

•

Chunked up story map

•

Talking tins

•

Guided writing with an adult

•

Individual alphabetic code

For pupils who are achieving ARE content without difficulty, challenge should be
added by
•

Asking pupils to add detail to the original story – this could be adding
additional words or sentences during the independent retell.

•

Increasing the number of changes the pupil is asked to make during the
innovation.

*For SEND pupils, they will still need differentiated provision. This provision
should be dictated by the pupil’s individual education plan and the teachers AFL
of what the pupil needs to know next.
EAL learners may also need separate provision, we have a bespoke programme
for students when they arrive to help them learn basic skills.

Feedback
Imitation
Following the lesson, the teacher scans the pupils’ work and uses the whole class
feed forward sheet to make notes. Where children are practicing skills related
to toolkit, pupils should be grouped in three ways. It is for the professional
judgement of the teacher to decide whether a “feedback session” with
modelling and pupil editing is needed following a lesson. If you do not have a
“feedback session”, you still need to make use of the AFL from these sessions
and use it to inform teaching during slow write, innovation and hot write. The
principal is that progress needs to be seen later in the unit.
-Achieved
These pupils have met the learning intention & this should be communicated to
them through the learning intention being ticked. During “feedback time” in the
following lesson these pupils should act as lead learners.
-Achieved with tweaks
These pupils have mostly met the learning intention but with some issues
related to either the LI or the everyday toolkit. These common errors should
be recorded on the whole class feed forward sheet. These common errors
should then be used the next day to inform a modelling session (where these
errors are explicitly addressed) before pupils are given a chance to edit and
improve their learning.
-Not achieved – Re-teach
These are the pupils who have more major issues with achieving the LI.
Following the modelling session (where these errors are explicitly addressed),
these pupils will be a priority to be worked with to edit and improve their
learning.

Innovation
Following an innovation lesson, the teacher scans the pupils’ books and uses the
whole class feed forward sheet to make notes (separating the pupils into
achieved, tweaks and re-teach as with the imitation stage). In the following
lesson, the procedure outlined takes place
1. Share a good example of learning which showcases good achievement
of the learning intention and the everyday toolkit. Highlight what
make it a good piece of learning.
2. Share a piece of work that needs improvement and model how to
improve it (focus on correcting the common errors identified from the
whole class feed forward sheet). Be mindful of cognitive load theory.
In the younger years in may be that you can only correct 1 type of
error.
3. Pupils then have 10 minutes to correct errors related to the everyday
toolkit. Where some pupils may not be able to access this activity,
they could work in a group with the teacher to proofread a typed-up
piece of work with deliberate errors in (this typed up piece of work
would be stuck in the pupil’s book). However, the starting assumption
is that pupils can correct these errors independently. Where pupils
are not able to do so support can be provided in the following ways
i. Mixed ability pairings.
ii. Hint written in pupil’s book about what needs correcting
(for example missing word or full stops).
iii. Highlighting sections of writing that need editing.
iv. As a last resort, pointing out individual errors.
After the first 10-minute session, the pupils switch their focus to editing the
learning focussing on changing the content and thinking about the effect on the
reader. Again, work from the assumption that pupils are able to do this based
on the modelling but adjust and add more scaffold as required. This second 10
minute session should
Environment
Each classroom must have a writing display that includes
•

Title for the current unit

•

Exciting pictures from the current text

•

Traffic light cards with vocabulary from the current text

•

Everyday toolkit (this might be on a separate display)

•

Pictures of T4W actions

•

Agreed letter formation for handwriting

Each classroom must have a washing line that includes
•

Experience pictures

•

Story map

•

Any short burst writing modelling

•

Shared writing during retelling

•

Effects toolkit

•

Boxing up

•

Innovation ideas gathering and edited story map

•

Innovation shared writing

•

Hot write ideas gathering

